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Abstract
Event stream processing (ESP) is the application of a computation to a set of input sequences of
arbitrary data objects, called “events”, in order to produce other sequences of data objects. In
recent years, a large number of ESP systems have been developed; however, none of them is easily
amenable to a formal verification of properties on their execution. In this paper, we show how stream
processing pipelines built with an existing ESP library called BeepBeep 3 can be exported as a
Kripke structure for the NuXmv model checker. This makes it possible to formally verify properties
on these pipelines, and opens the way to the use of such pipelines directly within a model checker as
an extension of its specification language.
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1 Introduction
Information systems generate logs from a variety of sources: business process management
engines, web servers and instrumented programs alike produce sequences of data elements
called event streams. The analysis of these logs, either offline or in real-time, can be put to
numerous uses: computation of various metrics, evaluation of compliance with respect to a
policy [34], detection of anomalous patterns or presence of bugs [36]. The field of Complex
Event Processing (CEP) concentrates on the real-time evaluation of expressive queries over
streams of events [28]. Typically, CEP scenarios involve not only the expression of temporal
patterns, but also arithmetical (counts, sums) or even statistical computations over event
data. The development of tools and libraries for the processing of event streams has seen
a rapid growth in the past decade, with popular products such as Siddhi [33], Esper [2] or
Apache Flink [1].
As we shall see, none of these stream processing frameworks is directly amenable to the
formal verification of properties on their execution. This is an important gap, as multiple
tasks related to the management of event pipelines, which would require the establishment
of invariants, are currently impossible. The first obvious example is correctness, which
is the guarantee that a processing pipeline produces the expected result for all possible
input streams. The static verification of a processing pipeline can also be put to other uses:
identifying “dead paths” (parts of a pipeline that never contribute to the output and are
therefore useless), verifying the equivalence of two implementations of the same computation,
or making sure that I/O buffers allocated to each part of the chain are of sufficient size.
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5:2 Model Checking of Stream Processing Pipelines
This paper addresses this issue, by describing a formalization of event stream processing
pipelines as Kripke structures that can be handled by a model checker. Section 2 briefly
describes an existing stream processing library called BeepBeep [24]. Section 3 introduces
an extension to this library that makes it possible to export a BeepBeep pipeline into an
input file for the NuXmv model checker [15]. Section 4 illustrates the use of this extension
by presenting a few scenarios that require the model checking of stream processing programs;
an overview of the performance, in terms of execution time, is provided by experiments
discussed in Section 5. Section 6 gives a broad portrait of the state of the art in event
stream processing related to this question, while Section 7 touches upon future research
opportunities.
2 Stream Processing with BeepBeep
Taken in its broadest sense, event stream processing can be defined as the application
of a computation over a sequence of data elements called events. This computation is
typically executed in a “streaming” fashion: its output (generally another event sequence) is
progressively produced as input events of the sequence are consumed. Classical applications
of this model include the realtime calculation of descriptive statistics (such as the average
of values over a sliding window) and the detection of sequential patterns of events in the
sequence.
We now describe BeepBeep, an open source event stream processing engine implemented in
Java [20]. Over the years, BeepBeep has been involved in multiple case studies [10,11,21,25,36].
We briefly provide here a formal description of the operation of the system’s core elements.
For further details, the reader is referred to a complete textbook describing the system [24].
Let Σ be a set of arbitrary data elements {σ1, σ2 . . . } called events; an event stream,
noted σ, is an element of the set Σ∗. The notation σ[i] is used to denote the i-th event of
σ. We denote by σ ⪯ σ′ the fact that σ is a prefix of σ′. If Σ1, . . . , Σn are event alphabets,
a stream vector v⃗ = ⟨σ1, . . . , σn⟩ is an element of (Σ1 × · · · × Σm)∗; note that this imposes
that each stream within the vector is of the same length. A stream vector ⟨σ1, . . . , σn⟩
is a prefix of another vector ⟨σ′1, . . . , σ′n⟩ if each σi is a prefix of σ′i. Given a n-stream
vector v⃗ = ⟨σ1, . . . , σn⟩ and an n-uple v = (σ1, . . . , σn), the concatenation v⃗ · v is the n-uple
⟨σ1 ·σ1, . . . , σn ·σn⟩; this notion can then easily be extended to the concatenation of n-stream
vectors.
What in BeepBeep are called “processors” are functions π : (Σ1 × · · · × Σm)∗ → (Σ′1 ×
· · · × Σ′n)∗, with the condition that v⃗ ⪯ v⃗′ implies π(v⃗) ⪯ π(v⃗′). The values of m and n are
the input and output arity of the processor, which is often represented with the notation
m:n. The core of the BeepBeep engine is made of a handful of basic processors performing
elementary operations on streams. Each of these processors is represented graphically as
a box with input and output “pipes”, and its operation is symbolized by a standardized
pictogram. The most common of these processors are shown in Figure 1.
First, the ApplyFunction processor lifts any function f : Σ1 × · · · × Σm → Σ′1 × · · · × Σ′n
into a processor π : (Σ1 × · · · × Σm)∗ → (Σ′1 × · · · × Σ′n)∗ defined as π(v⃗ · (σ1, . . . , σm)) ≜
π(v⃗) · f(σ1, . . . , σm). CountDecimate is a 1:1 processor that keeps one event every k, and
is defined as π(v⃗) ≜ ⟨v⃗[0], v⃗[k], v⃗[2k], . . . ⟩. Trim removes the first k events of the stream
and is defined as π(v⃗) ≜ ⟨v⃗[k], v⃗[k + 1], v⃗[k + 2], . . . ⟩; Fork is a 1:n processor that simply
replicates its input on n independent outputs: π(v⃗) ≜ ⟨v⃗, . . . , v⃗⟩. Filter is a processor
π : (Σ × {⊤, ⊥})∗ → Σ∗ that discards events based on a stream of Boolean values. The event
at position n in the first stream is sent to the output, if and only if the event at the same
position in the second stream is the Boolean value true; formally: π(v⃗ · (σ, b)) ≜ π(v⃗) · σ if
b = ⊤, and π(v⃗) otherwise.
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(b) A more complex pipeline.
Figure 2 Two examples of processor pipelines discussed in the text.
As its name implies, the Cumulate processor is designed to “accumulate” the successive
values of a binary function. Given a function f : Σ2 → Σ and an implicit initial value
σ0 ∈ Σ, the processor is defined recursively as: π(⟨σ⟩) ≜ ⟨f(σ0, σ)⟩, and π(⟨σ · σ⟩) =
π(⟨σ⟩) · ⟨f(π(⟨σ⟩)[−1], σ)⟩, where π(⟨σ⟩)[−1] stands for the last event produced by π on
the input stream σ. This generic construction can represent various types of computations
depending on the function used. For example, if f is addition and σ0 = 0 is used as the start
value, π produces an output stream where the i-th event is the sum of all input events up to
the i-th. If f is Boolean conjunction and σ0 = ⊤, π produces an output stream where the
i-the event is the conjunction of all input events up to the i-th.
Finally, the Window processor is probably the most complex included in BeepBeep’s
core. It is parameterized by another processor π′ : Σ∗ → Σ′∗, which is used to evaluate a
sub-stream of k successive events in the global input stream:
π(⟨σ0 · · · σn⟩) ≜ ⟨π′(⟨σ0 . . . σk−1⟩)[−1], π′(⟨σ1 . . . σk⟩)[−1], . . . , π′(⟨σn−k . . . σn⟩)[−1]⟩
Intuitively, the first output event of π is the last event produced by π′ on the window of
width k running from input events 0 to k − 1; The second output event of π is the last
event produced by π′ on the window of width k running from input events 1 to k, and so on.
Note that this processor produces no output event until it receives its first k input events.
This construction is very generic, and distinguishes BeepBeep from other stream processing
engines, as typically, sliding windows only apply to aggregations over numerical values; in
BeepBeep any computation can be put in a sliding window, as π′ is an arbitrary processor.
Not represented here is the Group processor, which makes it possible to encapsulate a
complete pipeline and give it as an argument to another processor, as if it were a single
“black box”.
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5:4 Model Checking of Stream Processing Pipelines
In order to perform more complex computations, processors can be composed (or “piped”)
together, by letting the output of one processor be the input of another. This piping is
possible as long as the type of the first processor’s output matches the second processor’s
input type. Figure 2a shows a graphical rendition a possible pipeline, where events flow from
left to right. It represents a calculation made of three processors (A–C) connected by five
pipes (1–5), and where the i-th output event is the sum of input events at positions 3i and i.
It is important to note that BeepBeep processors are not defined on tuples of streams,
but are rather in terms of streams of tuples. For processors with an input arity of 2 or more,
this entails that the processing of their input is done synchronously: a computation step is
performed if and only if an event can be consumed from each input stream. This is a strong
assumption; many other CEP engines allow events to be processed asynchronously, meaning
that the output of a query may depend on what input stream produced an event first. As a
consequence, processors must implicitly manage buffers to store input events until a result
can be computed. This buffering is implicit: it is absent from both the formal definition of
processors and any graphical representation of their piping. Consider for example the input
stream 0, 1, 2, . . . fed to the previous pipeline. The fork A sends the event to the input of
B and the lower pipe of C, and processor B lets the event through to the upper pipe of C;
therefore, the sum 0 + 0 is computed. However, feeding the next event (1) to the chain results
in no output. Fork A sends the event through pipes 2 and 3, but processor B discards this
event. As a result, processor C cannot consume an event from both its inputs, and event 1 is
stored in the input queue associated to its second input pipe.
3 A Formal Modeling of BeepBeep Processors
This section presents a framework that enables the model checking of stream processing
models, based on the synchronous formal semantics of BeepBeep processors described in
Section 2. More precisely, it shows how a processor chain can be turned into a Kripke
structure specified in the form of an input model for the NuXmv model checker [15].
3.1 Design Hypotheses
The translation of a processor pipeline into a finite-state model rests on a number of
hypotheses, which are necessary in order to address some of the limitations incurred by the
use of a model checker.
The first obvious constraint is related to the use of event queues by processors. These
queues are theoretically unbounded, as is exemplified in the pipeline of Figure 2a; in this
scenario, the size of the input queue for the bottom pipe of processor C grows indefinitely.
The translation to a NuXmv model must therefore impose a fixed maximum size Q to the
input queues of each processor. Event types are restricted to the scalars supported by the
target model checker, namely Booleans, integers and symbolic constants. Integers themselves
are bounded to the range [0, N − 1], so all arithmetic operations are implicitly assumed to
be performed modulo N .
BeepBeep allows events to be generated in two modes. In pull mode, the handling
of events in the processor pipe is triggered by requesting for a new output event, which
propagates upstream. In order to produce this output event, the processor may require
itself to fetch new events from its input(s), which in turn may ultimately lead to fetching
events from the original event stream. On the contrary, in push mode, output events are
produced by signaling the arrival of new events at the input side of the processor pipe. This
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may trigger the computation of an output event by the processor, propagating push signals
downstream. Our proposed modeling currently simulates a processor chain that operates in
push mode only.
Computations in the target model are performed in a lockstep fashion. For example,
in the pipeline of Figure 2a, we have seen that pushing an event in pipe 1 results in this
event being pushed through pipes 2 and 3; this, in turn, triggers the evaluation of this
event through the CountDecimate processor, which may result in the event being pushed
in pipe 4, and so on. In the generated model, all computations in a chain resulting from
a single upstream push operation occur in a single transition. This design choice reduces
the potential state space of the resulting system. Were it defined in such a way that each
processor along the chain required its own transition, an event pushed through a straight
chain of n processors would result in n + 1 successive states of the model; our definition
rather conflates them into a single transition between two states.
However, this also brings challenges of its own. First, the definition of some processors
becomes more intricate, as some operations that are easily described through loops must
somehow be “flattened” into a single operation (we shall see that the Window processor
presents a particular challenge in this respect). Second, this design only handles processors
that produce 0 or 1 output event for a given input event. Fortunately, most processors satisfy
this condition, including all those presented in this paper.
3.2 Pipeline Modeling
Based on these hypotheses, it is now possible to define the translation of a BeepBeep pipeline
into a corresponding NuXmv model. The first element to simulate is that of a pipe connecting
two processors. Each pipe is represented by a triplet of variables in the model, called pc,
pb and pℓ. First, pc is the variable that carries the events themselves: its value at a given
computation step indicates the event that this pipe carries from upstream to downstream at
that moment. Variable pb is a Boolean flag set to value ⊤ when the pipe does contain an
event, and to ⊥ otherwise. Finally, variable pℓ is also a Boolean flag that indicates whether
the event being pushed in the pipe is the last of the chain. Some processors use this signal
to perform a different action when receiving what is announced as the last event of a stream.
The modeling of processors takes advantage of NuXmv’s concept of modules, which makes
it possible to encapsulate a set of internal variables and transitions into a self-contained
computation unit. Each module instance can accept a number of parameters, which it can
read from or write to, in addition to its own internal variables. Each module corresponding
to a m:n processor has the same signature, made of 3m + 3n + 1 parameters. Its first 3m
parameters are the triplets that define its m input pipes; its next 3n parameters define its n
output pipes; a final parameter is a Boolean reset flag used to signal the processor that it
should revert its internal state to a predefined initial state.
The composition of processors in a pipeline is achieved by creating as many triplets of
variables as there are pipes in the chain, and passing to each module instance the appropriate
pipe variables either as inputs or outputs. An example is shown in Figure 3, where a fragment
of the NuXmv code for the pipeline of Figure 2a is presented. Variables pc,i, pb,i and pℓ,i,
for i ∈ [1, 5], and a global reset flag prst are first declared. Then, the three processors
are represented by variables πi, whose type is a module corresponding to the appropriate
processor. Finally, one can observe by the input and output parameters of each processor
that their connections are made in accordance with the illustration.
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pi_1: Fork_2(pc_1, pb_1, pl_1, pc_2, pb_2, pl_2, pc_3, pb_3, pl_3, prst);
pi_2: Decimate_3(pc2, pb_2, pl_2, pc_4, pb_4, pl_4, prst);
pi_3: ApplyFuction(pc_4, pb_4, pl_4, pc_3, pb_3, pl_3, pc_5, pb_5, pl_5, prst);
Figure 3 Creating the pipeline of Figure 2a in NuXmv.
Concretely, this process has been implemented by additions to a fork of the original
BeepBeep library.1 BeepBeep already provides a class that allows one to navigate through a
processor pipeline using the Visitor design pattern [19]. Our implementation adds a new
object, called SmvCrawler, which traverses a pipeline and makes an inventory of all the
processors encountered, along with their respective connections. Each connection results in a
unique triplet of model variables, and the processor variables are instantiated according to
their type and their input/output relationships. The resulting NuXmv code is then printed
to a file.
3.3 Processor Modeling
Any processor that can be exported as a NuXmv module must implement a Java interface
called SmvPrintable, which consists of a single method called printSmv(). This method
receives as arguments the user-specified values of Q and N described in Section 3.1. It
prints to the output the NuXmv code snippet defining its corresponding module. For some
processors, such as Trim and CountDecimate, the translation is straightforward and does not
depend on Q and N . We describe in the following the details of the translation for processors
presenting particular challenges.
The first such processor is ApplyFunction, for functions of input arity m > 1. As explained
earlier, this processor must handle input queues, whose behavior needs to be simulated
through arrays. Concretely, the queue associated to an input pipe is represented by two
array variables, qc and qb. The role of these two variables is similar to pc and pb: the first
contains the actual events inside the queue, while the second is used to record whether an
event is contained in the queue at a given position. Depending on the combination of input
pipes where an event is pushed at a given computation step, the transition relation of the
processor must take care of shifting queue contents forwards or backwards into the arrays.
The behavior of this processor when an event must be added to a full queue is left undefined
(this shall be discussed later).
The ApplyFunction processor is also special in that it is parameterized by another object
(the function f to apply). Therefore, BeepBeep functions themselves are also represented as
stateless NuXmv modules: a m:n function becomes a module with m + n arguments, and
whose transition relation in each state sets to the n outputs the result of applying f on the
m inputs. Consequently, each instance of ApplyFunction module needs only to be passed the
module created for its function f ; however, this is done in a modular fashion, as its module
merely sets inputs and reads outputs from another abstract module corresponding to the
function to apply. A similar process is done for Cumulate which, in addition to the module
corresponding to the function f to accumulate values from, also has an internal variable last
to store the value produced by f on the last push of an event.
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5386462
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Finally, the Window processor deserves some discussion. We recall from Section 2 that
sliding windows in BeepBeep can be applied on any processor π –including stateful processors.
However, the design hypotheses elicited in Section 3.1 stipulate that each push action on a
pipeline must be accounted for in a single transition of the model. This rules out the “naïve”
way of handling windows, which would be to wait for k events to be received, push them
into a fresh instance of π, collect the last event it produces, and push it downstream.
The solution we propose works differently, and makes use of the reset flag that each
processor receives. For a window of width k, the Window module maintains as internal
variables k instances P1, . . . , Pk of the processor π to be applied on a window. Each successive
processor receives the same input stream, with an increasing number of events trimmed from
the beginning. Hence, P1 receives the whole stream, P2 receives all events starting from the
second, and so on. An internal variable c determines which of these instances is due to be
considered for the next output event. Once an instance Pc has received k events, its output
is collected and set as the output of the Window processor, and that instance is then reset to
its initial state by setting its reset flag to ⊤. The value of c then shifts to the next processor
instance. In such a way, any processor can be applied to a sliding window, yet still use a
fixed number of variables and be processed in a single transition of the model. To the best of
our knowledge, this implementation is the first to consider stream processing pipelines with
cumulative functions and arbitrary sliding windows, which makes it possible to represent
complex operations on streams, such as “windows on windows”, and the like.
Finally, the Group processor can be handled easily. Each group is exported as an
independent NuXmv module, where a fresh instance of SmvCrawler is instructed to generate
the contents of the group (including any other module it may contain). Its piping is then
taken care of in a similar way as the main module, with the exception that the group is
exported as a module with a unique name, and with parameters corresponding to its open
input and output pipes.
4 Applications
Equipped with the capability of performing model checking on stream processing pipelines,
a number of applications become possible. A first obvious case is the verification of an
arbitrary invariant on the execution of a processor chain, expressed as a temporal logic
formula involving the state variables that represent the inputs and the outputs of the chain.
For example, liveness is a property stating that a pipeline may always output one more event
in the future; if pb is the Boolean variable associated to the chain’s output pipe, this can be
expressed in CTL as AG EF pb. Bounded liveness is a variant of liveness stipulating that
the processor pipeline never remains silent for more than k successive computation steps.
This stronger condition is written as an LTL property (G (pb ∨ X (pb ∨ . . . ))).
4.1 Implementation Comparison
We shall now mention a few other, less trivial applications that rest on model checking. A first
possibility is to check that two pipelines perform the same computation. The basic setup for
doing so is illustrated in Figure 4a. If pc and pb represent the pair of variables corresponding
to the output pipe of π, and p′c and p′b represent the pair of variables corresponding to the
output pipe of π′, the equivalence between the two implementations can be expressed as
the LTL formula G (pb = p′b ∧ (pb → (pc = p′c))). This is what we call stepwise equivalence:
π(v⃗) = π′(v⃗) for every stream vector v⃗; that is, π and π′ produce events at the same time, and
the same event is produced in such a case. In case the equivalence is not verified, the model
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(c) Variant for odd.
Figure 5 A processing pipeline and two simplified versions.
checker produces a counter-example which shows a possible input violating the condition. This
can be used by the developer to help pinpoint the cause of the discrepancy and fix the issue.
However, this setup is not restricted to strict equality. For example, if π and π′ represent
pipelines evaluating a Boolean condition on an input stream, one could verify that π′ is a
(stepwise) conservative approximation of π by checking that G (pb = p′b ∧ (pb → (p′c → pc))).
There are a few situations where comparing two pipelines can be useful. First, one can
check that a simplification applied to an original pipeline does not disturb its operation. For
instance, Figure 5a shows a relatively convoluted pipeline, formed of 8 processors and 12
pipes; examining its operation, one can discover that this computation actually amounts to
producing sequence of square numbers (1, 4, 9, 16, . . . ).2 In contrast, Figure 5b shows a
much simpler chain of processors performing this computation formed of 4 processors and 7
pipes. In order to make sure that the two are actually equivalent, they could be plugged in
place of π and π′ in Figure 4a.
Step-wise equivalence imposes that π and π′ produce output events at the same time:
at each computation step, they either both remain silent, or they both produce the same
output. A looser condition, called sequence equivalence, asserts that π and π′ produce
the same sequence of events, discarding in each any computation step where no event is
produced. This condition can be stated formally as the fact that for any stream vector v⃗,
either π(v⃗) ⪯ π′(v⃗) or π′(v⃗) ⪯ π(v⃗). Such a property is hard to express directly in temporal
logic: one must take into account the fact that either π or π′ may not produce an output
at a given computation step, and then keep track of the relative offset between the output
values of π and π′. However, it can be easily verified (within the bounds for Q) by modifying
2 The rightmost processor is given the sequence of odd numbers, whose sum for n terms is n2.
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the original setup to the one shown in Figure 4b. This time, the outputs of π and π′ are
piped into a binary processor that evaluates equality between its inputs. By virtue of the
operation of processors, the events produced by π and π′ will be buffered until two values
can be compared on each input. This has for effect that events at matching positions in both
output streams will be compared for equality, regardless of the number of computation steps
required to produce them.
Using this setup, it is possible to discover that the pipelines of Figures 5a and 5b are
sequence equivalent, but are not step-wise equivalent. Indeed, although both produce the
same stream of output values, in the case of the first pipeline, one must push two input events
in order to receive the first output event (1). In contrast, the pipeline of Figure 5b produces
the first output event immediately after the first push. In other words, the first output
stream is ϵ, 1, 4, 9, . . . , while the second one is 1, 4, 9, . . . The problem of finding simpler
equivalents to existing pipelines is far from trivial. Case in point, if one simply replaces the
even condition by odd in the pipeline of Figure 5a, the simplified pipeline becomes that of
Figure 5c. Indeed, the pipeline now computes the sum of successive even numbers, which can
be accomplished with only 3 processors and 4 pipes. One can see that both simplifications
are largely unrelated, in terms of structure, to the original pipeline, and that even a slight
change in the original layout can result in drastically different simplifications. The discovery
of “dead paths” mentioned in the introduction is simply the special case where a pipeline is
compared with a truncated version of itself –the truncation representing the elements of the
pipeline that can be deleted.
4.2 Reasoning on Buffers
Input buffers in BeepBeep are unbounded: they are simply instances of the Queue interface
that can be dynamically resized on demand. However, embedded systems and many resource-
critical systems disallow the use of dynamically allocated memory, which entails that all data
structures must be of a fixed size. Therefore, it may be desirable to verify that the memory
required to evaluate a pipeline never exceeds some given threshold, which can then be used
to bound the underlying data structures.
We recall that queues within a BeepBeep processor are represented by module variables
qb, which are arrays of size Q. A full queue therefore corresponds to a state where qb[Q] = ⊤.
If {qb,1, . . . , qb,n} is the set of all module variables representing queue state inside a pipeline,
the full queue condition becomes straightforward to express as: G (
∧n
i=1 ¬qb,i[Q]). This
property is false exactly when there exists a sequence of input events given to the pipeline
that is such that a processor has one of its buffers reaching its maximum size, Q. On the
contrary, if the condition is true, the buffers can safely be bounded to a size of Q − 1. One
can even adopt an iterative approach, where the value of Q is progressively increased or
decreased in order to discover the existence of a minimal value for buffer size.
There exist pipelines whose queue size cannot be bounded; one example is Figure 2a. As
we have seen, its i-th output is the sum of the input events at positions 3i and i; therefore,
when the i-th output event is produced, 3i − 1 events are buffered in the processor’s second
input queue. Memory consumption grows linearly in the length of the input stream, and
therefore no upper bound on buffer size will ever satisfy the previous condition. However,
performing this verification with the pipeline of Figure 5a will reveal that a value of Q ≥ 1
satisfies the condition, while Q ≥ 0 is sufficient for the pipeline of 5b.
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Figure 6 Model checking a system observed by a monitor.
4.3 Stream-Based Formal Verification
So far, the applications we introduced are focused on the model checking of stream pipelines
themselves. However, these pipelines can also be fed as input the sequence of states of
another system that executes within the model checker environment. This is illustrated in
Figure 6. The leftmost box represents a standard Kripke structure K, defined with three
state variables x, y and z. The values of these variables at each execution step are taken as
streams of values that are fed to a BeepBeep processor pipeline φ, which in turn produces a
stream of Boolean values from these input streams.
Intuitively, φ represents a monitor that observes a run of K and evaluates a condition on
this run; the monitor emits ⊥ at the moment where the observed run is considered to violate
the property, if ever. This corresponds to a classical setup of runtime verification [8], but
where both the system and the monitor observing it are simulated within a model checker.
Therefore, while a monitor can only provide a verdict for a single execution at a time, its
presence within the model checker makes it possible to obtain guarantees for all executions
of K. If pb and pc are the variables modeling the output of the pipeline, asserting that
the property monitored by φ is true for all runs of K simply amounts to model checking
G (pb → pc).
It turns out that such a setup can be useful to perform model checking of properties that
would be very inconvenient to express directly as temporal logic formulas on the state variables
of K. Consider the following property: at any moment, b contains the number of times a has
been true in the k previous states. Expressing this as an LTL formula is possible, but results in
a clumsy expression of the form: G (a ↔ X (a ↔ X (a ↔ X b = k ∨ ¬a ↔ X b = k − 1) · · · )).
In comparison, the corresponding pipeline that monitors this property is shown in Figure
2b. In addition to being arguably simpler to express, it is also easier to modify: changing
the value of k only requires a change on window width, instead of a complete rewrite of the
corresponding LTL specification.
5 Experimental Results
We shall now briefly discuss an experimental evaluation of the proposed implementation,
by measuring the execution time of NuXmv on a number of BeepBeep pipelines and for a
sample of generic properties, with a special focus on the impact of parameters Q and N .
Experiments are bundled into a LabPal [23] experimental package that is publicly available
online.3 Overall, the combinations of queue sizes, domain sizes and values of parameter k
represent 122 NuSMV input models, which, combined with the set of properties to model
check, correspond to 162 distinct model checking problems. Processor pipelines contain
between 1 and 22 processors, resulting in Kripke structures with up to 21 distinct modules
and 91 variables; for the sake of completeness, they are listed in the appendix. Experiments
were run on a Intel Xeon 12-core 3.6 GHz running Ubuntu 18.04, using NuXmv version 2.0.0.
3 https://github.com/alexisBedard/nusmv-beepbeep-lab
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Query No full queues Liveness Bounded liveness
Output if smaller than k 53 56 88
Passthrough 24 25 26
Product of 1 and k-th 387 342 1139
Sum of 1s on window 1317 1330 5231
Sum of doubles 1269 1116 11220
Sum of odds 612 526 2075
Sum of window of width 3 4842 4948 15641
























1 719 4761 23 175 78 23216 49
2 2992 4525 23 1694 206 23385 58
3 2249 4513 24 17012 823 22901 67
4 8207 4458 23 95619 4158 23018 95
(b) Impact of queue size on verification.
Query Stepwise equivalence Sequence equivalence
Passthrough 26 34
Passthrough vs delay comparison 31 44
Product of 1 and k-th 176 450
Sum of 1s on window 2085 10868
Sum of odds 1259 1423
Sum of window of width 3 468 10966
Window sum of 2 comparison 488 963
Window sum of 3 comparison 16107 116959
(c) Implementation comparison.
Figure 7 A summary of experimental results. All table entries are in milliseconds.
A first experiment measures the relative time taken to evaluate the properties discussed
in Section 4 on the same processor pipeline and the same values of Q and N . These results
are plotted in Table 7a. These results show that formal guarantees on pipelines can indeed
be checked in reasonable time; one can see that for all processor chains, bounded liveness
checking dominates verification time.
Table 7b shows the impact of queue size Q for all pipelines, on the property No full
queues. It shows, unsurprisingly, that verification time grows exponentially for pipelines
having queues, while it remains constant for processor pipelines where no queuing of events
ever happens. In the case where the property is false, we observed that NuXmv indeed
provides a counter-example input stream that results in one of the processors filling one of
its queues; moreover, for all counter-examples we examined, this stream is of the shortest
possible length for this to happen. Although not shown, a similar behavior has been observed
for the impact of parameter N . Over all models, maximum verification time is 275057 ms,
for the pipeline Sum of window of width 3 on the property Liveness.
Finally, Table 7c shows the time taken to verify implementation comparison. This is done
here by putting two copies of the same pipeline side by side; in each case, the model checker
is asked to verify that they are either step-wise or sequence equivalent. Two other pipelines
have also been added, which compare two different implementations of the same pipeline (a
sum over a sliding window). These experimental results reveal that step-wise equivalence,
although a stronger condition than sequence equivalence, is actually easier to verify.
6 Related Work
Stream processing has been the subject of various formal frameworks and implementations in
the recent past. We end this paper by providing a broad overview of existing works related
to the verification of properties on streams.
6.1 Stream Processing Engines
A variety of stream processing software and theoretical frameworks have been developed over
the years, which all differ in a number of dimensions. For example, TelegraphCQ [13] was built
to fix the problem of continuous stream of data coming from networked environments; it shares
similarities with the earlier Stream system [7]. Sase [37] was brought as a solution to meet
the needs of a range of RFID-enabled monitoring applications. On its side, Siddhi [33] focuses
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on the multi-threading aspect of evaluating CEP queries. Among other popular software,
we shall also mention Borealis [5], Cayuga [12], StreamBase SQL [3], StreamInsight [26],
and VoltDB [4]. Recently, stream processing engines have started adopting an SQL-like
declarative language called the Event Processing Language (EPL) [9]; such systems include
Esper [2] and Apache Flink [1]. Despite this large number of concrete implementations, few
of them have a formally-defined semantics, or have been studied under the angle of static
verification. This absence of formal grounds has for consequence that establishing properties
of computations made using these systems is difficult. The use of a model checker has been
suggested to solve the scheduling problem in a Synchronous Data Flow (SDF) pipeline [31].
However, to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of the use of model checking to
establish formal properties of the pipeline itself, down at the individual event and buffer
level.
We finally mention Lola [16], a formal stream processing language where new event
streams are created by combining existing streams through stream operators, and where
complex processing is achieved by systems of equations on stream variables. In this context,
a system of equations is said to be efficiently monitorable when the worst-case memory
requirement for the online evaluation algorithm is constant in the length of the input stream;
a sufficient condition is demonstrated, by calculating a dependency graph between streams
and showing that it contains no cycle of positive weights. It has been shown that features of
this language can be reproduced by composing appropriate BeepBeep processor pipelines [22];
therefore, our proposed approach can be seen as a means to indirectly verify properties
on Lola models. Section 4.2 has also shown that a constant-memory requirement can be
established through model checking on BeepBeep pipelines.
6.2 Formal Models
Since some of these tools are designed as independent computation units passing events
downstream in a pipeline, it is somewhat sensible to compare them to formal models of
finite-state systems that communicate with each other. Input-output automata [29] are
a model of computation in asynchronous distributed networks, composed of a disjoint set
of inputs, outputs, and internal actions. The theory of communicating automata (CA)
considers networks of such units exchanging messages between each other. In this context,
the reachability problem consists of determining if there exists a sequence of interactions in
a given network such that each automaton can reaches an internal final state from an initial
state [32].
Compared to the BeepBeep event stream processing engine that is the focus of our
work, CAs present some important differences. First, CAs are asynchronous models, while
BeepBeep is strictly synchronous. Second, CAs define concurrent systems. Finally, CAs use
unbounded channels, while BeepBeep’s computation units may only send and receive one and
only one message at each computation step. A further line of research concentrates on the
impact of lossy channels, where a message sent by a CA may or may not reach its destination
point [6]. Although this problem is relevant in situations involving actual point-to-point
(e.g. network) communications, the message exchanges in ESP systems is typically internal
through shared memory, where such an issue is much less important.
Modular Petri nets is another model in which individual modules interact via shared
places and transitions [14]. Previous work combined Linear Time Logic with modular Petri
nets to show how LTL-X model checking can be done on the synchronization graph [27]: the
goal is to find an illegal execution of the modular net by synchronizing the Büchi automaton
with the visible transitions. Similarly, some works described how model checking can be
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using the net unfoldings approach [17,18,30], which use partial order techniques to verify
concurrent and distributed system. Communicating Transaction Processes (CTP), based on
Message Sequence Charts (MSCs), is another model of computation describing a network of
communicating processes interacting via common action labels [35]. Essentially, a CTP is a
Petri net where the places are the states inside each process. This transition system models
non-atomic inter-process communications (event structure) and describes intra-process control
flow (transaction scheme); in other words, a process interacts with another before performing
some internal computation. The problem of whether a CTP satisfies a specification expressed
as a Live Sequence Chart is then discussed.
In comparison to these approaches, BeepBeep processor pipelines are simpler, as commu-
nications are unidirectional, and are always performed in global transitions for the whole
pipeline at once. However, they allow for more complex forms of computation, such as
sliding windows and aggregation, which cannot easily be modeled as PNs. In addition, while
the previous works focus on the verification of reachability properties or compliance with a
predefined pattern of message exchanges between computational units, our approach is more
interested in the verification of input/output relationships of the global pipeline, and not on
the intermediate events that are passed within it.
7 Conclusion and Discussion
This paper has shown how a stream processing pipeline can be turned into a finite-state model
that simulates its execution, which makes it amenable to the model checking of properties
on the original chain. Although the proposed work focuses on the BeepBeep event stream
engine, the set of basic operators it handles are common to a large variety of other stream
processors. Worthy of mention is that this set includes aggregation and sliding windows; to
the best of our knowledge, the formal verification of such expressive types of computations
is being studied here for the first time. The specifics of this translation, however, remains
system-dependent.
This modeling presents a number of limitations that should be addressed in future work.
First are constraints inherent to the underling model checker: only scalar data types are
currently handled, whereas a few BeepBeep processors operate on richer types (character
strings and variable-sized associative maps) and had to be left out. Our model also supports
processors that produce at most one output event for each input event tuple received, which
excludes yet a few more processors. Input queues must be given the same (finite) size across
all processors of a chain, which makes it impossible to reason about queue size for individual
processors.
In counterpart, the paper has shown through a few examples the potential applications
that are opened by the model checking of stream pipelines. In addition to straightforward
invariants, we shall mention the simplification of processor chains, the calculation of minimum
buffer size, and the verification of equivalence between two implementations. The “monitor
within a model checker” concept introduced in Section 4.3 especially warrants further scrutiny,
as it presents the potential to easily verify properties of a system that would be cumbersome
to write directly using temporal logic.
Since the NuXmv model is based on the formal semantics of each processor, it also
becomes possible to use a combination of testing and model checking to assess whether the
actual Java code implementing each processor is faithful to that semantics. Finally, although
the lossy channel problem has not been addressed, it would be easy to include it in our
model by having pipes between processors non-deterministically “leak” events, and track the
consequences of such an action.
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A Appendix: Pipelines
Here are illustrated the pipelines included in the experiments.
Passthrough
The passthrough is a processor that simply outputs whatever it receives as its input.
Sum on window of width 3






Sum of 1s on window
This pipeline turns every event into a 1, and then sums these values over a window of width










Output if smaller than k
This pipeline turns every event into a 1, and then outputs these values only if they are smaller
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Product of 1 and k-th

























Compare window sum of 2









Compare window sum of 3
This model compares two implementations of the sum over a sliding window of width 3.
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